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About This Game

The Story

A malfunction with your experimental R-COIL engine has torn a hole in reality and you have fallen through it. You find
yourself under attack by a horde of unfamiliar and hostile creatures. Your main thruster and weapons systems have been fused

and your stabilizer is offline; you cannot fire your weapons without moving. Will you find your way home, or will you die
trying?

The Game

R-COIL is an old-fashioned multi-directional shooter with a unique single button control scheme. Use the stick to aim and a
single button to fire and thrust. Tap to fire. Hold to thrust. Each time you fire your bullet will push you back a little. You’ll have
to balance shooting and thrusting to maintain control. Once you master it you’ll be cruising through the cosmos like a space boss

in no time. Just try not to get yourself killed.
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Easy right? Wrong! This is not the friendly part of space and whatever you run into isn’t going to be happy to see you. There
are shielded sharpshooting saucers, bullet spewing spinners, laser towers, and kamikaze buzz-saws to name a few. In fact, if it’s

not a rock, you’re probably going to have to try to kill it before it kills you.

Features:

Single Player, Local Co-op, & Local Duel Modes.

Stress Free Mode - Relax and shoot. No lives. No pressure.

Countless Enemies and even more Power-ups.

Music and sound by the utterly unfamous Rainbow Kitten.
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Title: R-COIL
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Vector Hat
Publisher:
Vector Hat
Release Date: 5 Feb, 2018
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I came off the back of Battlefield 3's single player to play this. Both games follow similar patterns using the Single player story
to introduce you to all the elements of the multi-player (Sadly defunct). Frontline for me did it so much better and had no
terrible quick time events. For its age it still holds up well and tells an entertaining enough Story

Drones where its big thing and these are fun to uses throughout the campaign. It also surprised me to remember they used
limited respawns even in the Story, forcing you to use your lives wisely and plan a head where you can or face having to restart
the multiple objectives again. Enemy AI on Hardcore is a suitable challenge.

Gun wise only the Assault rifles feel like they have no impact, but everything else feels fine.

In its day the Multiplayer was great fun, you weren't safe anywhere because of the drones. The multi stage maps made it feel
like a real battle. The game can be played over a lan if anyone still feels the urge.. Great Game, The developers helped me in
getting a steam key for it since the mac store was taking so long to update. Couldn't have been more helpful. I did buy this first
from the Mac App Store.. A sweet puzzle game. Quite easy and fun to do a few levels to relax from hardcore games.. My friend
loves to watch me play this game in vr and on desktop. would highly recomend. As someone who started PC gaming on flash
games and game websites, I was bound to run into a game I simply ADORED. Such was the case with a very simple yet
extremely fun game called "The Enchanted Cave." The game was released on Kongregate on my birthday in 2010, I had turned
12. I was spending the night at my friends house when we cam across it, and played for hours on end. I was infatuated with the
game, and with good reason. Fun gameplay, a tad bit difficult, and easy to learn. I waited years for a second installment, hoping
it would be better (if possible). Well, I recently found out that it had a second installment that I never learned about because I
eventually gave up and played computer games a lot less in that time. When I saw it was on Steam for $5, I cried tears of joy.
All those memories flooded me and I squealed like a little girl. I instantly bought the game (even though I only had like $9 left
in my bank account), and started to play it. It was a HUGE improvement, something I thought was not even possible for a game
I already regarded so highly. I've beat the game a bit ago, and boy was it awesome!! No spoilers though, but I do want to say that
the items you pick up progressively get more and more awesome!! This game is a must for any fans of Dungeon Crawler type
games.

TL;DR - Great game, nostalgic, 100% worth the money.. I got it about an hour ago and I love it. It's a puzzle game, and really
long one too, much like the classic snake game, with extra stuff to increase the difficulty. It has a difficulty system that can
change it up if you find it too easy (or too hard, you know...). There are twenty-four different floors in just the first level, out of
three. The down side of it is that you have to collect a certain amount of hearts to go to the next floor or to the next level. This
can make it a bit redundant, but, if you like puzzle games, you won't mind. The graphics are good and has it's own charm. I was
impressed with everything this game has to offer and, again, I've only played it for about an hour.
Now, the price is a little rough, unless you use hundred dollar bills to blow your nose, but not any worse than most Indie
games(because, you know, they need to eat). I ,personally, had a coupon from making a badge for it and scrounged up the last
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buck twenty-five, but, if it's on sale, I'd recommend buying it.. Yeah yeah yeah you know .... We made some great indies games,
I hear about that a lot of time but here we've got some shitIndie : they made anything like players gonna said "oh yeah really
cool ! It's very ugly and I don't understand how to play or what to do, so fun ! " .... No ..... Video games doesn't works like that,
It's just like piece of nothing, there is really nothing on that game. Sometimes, you know : you play something like never done
before and it's cool but here it's never done before and NOT cool, just nothing .... Oh yes, sorry it has been done before, it's
named : Swindle.
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Nice hand-drawn graphics!
Unique combat mechanics, but simple \/ bland.
Played it for a few minutes, learned it, then said
"yeah, this is the game. Let's do something else now".. plz fix game not letting me click on the play or sandbox or any button
love game though plz respond to me

. No. I don't like this game very much.. A good remake to a classic game. I had quite a bit of fun playing Gold Rush when I was
a kid.. The best coaster i have watched ever. Beautiful view and cool impresion. i like this game. Worth every penny. lapsuuden
peli. tuli rassattua pienen\u00e4 vidysti... jotta t\u00e4ytt\u00e4\u00e4 arvostelun kriteerit kirjotukseni niin voin todeta
ett\u00e4 peli on koukuttava ja pelin ulkon\u00e4k\u00f6 saa aikaan tarpeen poksauttaa kaikki palikat! (ja suomalainen\/5)

My Childhood game. Spend many many hour with it.. But if i must say something about it: its very addictive, game's look gives
you the need to destroy every block on screen. Also this is finnish game so it receives extra-credits from me.. Considering gold
is worth about $40,000 per kilo, this gold armour is a steal!
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